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Abstract

Since its start, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has helped advance both
theory and experiment on the production and properties of the heaviest fun-
damental particle, the top quark. This review focuses on a selected set of
measurements and associated searches for new physics, which have opened
the door for unprecedented precision in this area of high-energy physics.
Fundamental parameters of the theory such as mt, αS, Vtb, and yt are mea-
sured from top quark events with relative uncertainties that are smaller than
0.5%, 1.8%, 2%, and 10%, respectively, and that are expected to improve
with more data, better experimental methods, and more accurate theory
predictions. Several results, even if statistically limited, already significantly
constrain the phase space of new physics: measurements of associated pro-
duction with bosons, processes with four top quarks, and searches for rare
decays, among others. It is expected that until the completion of the LHC
program, top quark physics will keep providing unique insights regarding
the consistency of the Standard Model and the energy scale of new physics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Exploration of the top quark sector provides a rich setup for testing the Standard Model of par-
ticle physics (SM). The physics of the electroweak (EW) interaction, quantum chromodynamics
(QCD), and the Higgs boson blend in the production and decay of the top quark in particle col-
liders. The top quark’s special role in the SM stems from having a very small mixing with quarks
other than the bottom quark and a mass that is approximately 2.1 times that of a W boson and
approximately 1.4 times that of a Higgs boson, making it the heaviest of the known elementary
particles (1). These characteristics isolate the top quark within its particle family and grant it a
privileged part in the radiative corrections to the Higgs mass, in constraining the space allowed
from new physics contributions to the EW oblique parameters (2), and in directly influencing the
stability of the weak scale (3). As such, measurements of top quark production and its properties
have the potential to accurately test the SM by providing measurements of fundamental param-
eters of this theory. Moreover, many extensions of the SM predict new interactions with the top
quark sector (4).

The ATLAS (5), CMS (6), and LHCb (7) experiments at the CERN Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) have been exploring different aspects of top quark physics since 2010, inheriting the legacy
of the top quark discovery and the first measurements performed by the CDF (8) and D0 (9)
Collaborations at the Fermilab Tevatron. On several fronts, the precision attained has surpassed
the theoretical one, opening the door for more stringent tests of the SM and higher sensitivity to
new physics phenomena.

In this review, I focus on a selected set of the latest published results from the LHC experiments
to highlight the challenges and road ahead for top quark physics toward the high-integrated-
luminosity regime of the LHC. Clearly, such a selection entails a personal perspective; for other
perspectives, the interested reader is invited to consult other recent extensive reviews including
the historical perspectives in References 10–12 as well as the lists of all the available results on the
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public web pages of the LHC collaborations (13–15) and the LHC Top Physics Working Group
(LHCTopWG) (16).

This review is organized as follows. It begins by identifying the current challenges of top quark
physics in Section 2. A more detailed overview of different production modes at the LHC is given
in Section 3, and a brief discussion of the status and prospects of using top quark physics to find
physics beyond the SM (BSM) at the LHC is presented in Section 4. An outlook is given in the
final section.

2. CHALLENGES IN TOP QUARK PHYSICS

The successful exploration of the top quark sector in hadron colliders faces both theoretical and
experimental challenges. Three main fronts are summarized in the following subsections.

2.1. What Is a Top Quark?

A top quark cannot be observed directly as it is a QCD color triplet with a very short lifetime:
τ t = ℏ/0t ≈ 0.5 × 10−24 s. Its natural width (0t) is intrinsically related to its mass (mt) and that of
theW boson (mW) given that t → Wb is, by far, the dominant decay channel:

0t = GFm3
t

8π
√
2

(
1 − m2

W

m2
t

)2 (
1 + 2

m2
W

m2
t

)[
1 − 2αS

3π

(
2π2

3
− 5

2

)]
≈ 1.35 GeV. 1.

The final-state products comprise the decay products of a W boson and a b jet, given the domi-
nance of the Vtb element of the CKM (Cabibbo–Kobayashi–Maskawa) matrix. The large value of
mt = 173.3 GeV (17) and the dominance of a single decay channel to 0t set a natural time scale
that provides a unique window for experimentally studying a “naked” quark (18). Any spin effect
present at production is inherited by the decay products without being affected by hadronization,
which occurs at a scale 3QCD ∼ 200 MeV, or by soft QCD depolarizing effects. In approximate
terms, one has the following:

1
mt︸︷︷︸

Production
10−27 s

<
1
0t︸︷︷︸
Decay
10−25 s

<
1

3QCD︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hadronization
10−24 s

<
mt

3QCD︸ ︷︷ ︸
Spin flip
10−21 s

. 2.

From observation of the decay products, one can therefore infer the initial kinematics and prop-
erties, given that τ t is shorter than both the hadronization and the spin-decorrelation time
scales.

The reconstruction of the top quark from its decay products leads to an effective particle-level
definition that Monte Carlo (MC) simulations can mimic. This experimentally driven definition
is typically robust in its extrapolation to the full phase space of production (i.e., beyond detec-
tor acceptance) with respect to modeling effects and uncertainties. The particle-level definition
suffers, however, from the dependency on the algorithm employed and from being an entity that
cannot be used directly in comparisons with fixed-order calculations that make use of the no-
tion of a parton-level top quark. This is often a limiting factor for measurements of fundamental
parameters of the SM.

Although state-of-the-art MC simulations take into account several important effects summa-
rized in Section 2.2 below, they have typically large uncertainties arising from being fixed-order
in perturbation theory and from the parton shower (PS) generator used to evolve a parton to a jet
of particles in the final state. An illustration of the several effects modeled by MC simulation is
shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1

The main aspects modeled by a parton shower generator in a single top quark event. For a selected subset of
partons, the QCD color flow is represented to illustrate the fragmentation and hadronization procedure that
leads to a colorless final state. The typical time scale at which the generated particles are considered stable
and impinging on the detector is represented by the gray dashed arc. Abbreviations: ISR, initial-state
radiation; MPI, multiparton interaction; QCD, quantum chromodynamics.

The definition of the top quark mass in MC simulation and its mapping to a renormalization
scheme is one of the properties subject to an intrinsic uncertainty from the definition of the top
quark. Different PS algorithms use different evolution variables, and therefore one would expect
them to alter the interpretation of the MC mass parameters. Several examples, using different
observables, can be found in Reference 19. A recent review (20) points out that the uncertainty
in identifying the MC mass with the pole mass is O(500MeV). This is comparable to the exper-
imental uncertainty in the direct measurements of the top quark mass. This example shows that
although it is possible to correct measurements to a parton-level definition of the top quarks, such
an operation implies an additional set of assumptions with respect to the detector response and re-
construction efficiencies. It introduces a dependency on the choice of PS and on nonperturbative
QCD models. Thus, a parton-level definition is typically more sensitive to theory uncertainties
than a particle-level one.

Whether the target is a particle-level or a parton-level top quark, experimental measurements
need to be corrected and extrapolated, usually by means of a Poisson regression model (unfold-
ing) (21). This operation has the disadvantage of correlating the individual measurements in each
bin of the distributions and often dilutes the statistical significance. Nevertheless, such correction
and extrapolation are most of the time unavoidable and may be mitigated by a careful choice of
bins of the so-called migration matrix, which relates the reconstructed observable to the target
one (22, 23).
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2.2. Modeling Limitations or Discoveries?

The use of MC simulations at the LHC is crucial: Not only are they employed in the optimization
and calibration of the measurements and searches, but they also are valuable for the interpretation
of the parameters of interest. For top quark physics, the state-of-the-art matrix element (ME) gen-
erators typically have a next-to-leading-order (NLO) accuracy and involve a matching procedure
to a PS generator, which takes over the evolution from parton-level objects to final-state particles
through showering and hadronization. The PS generators also complete the description of the
evolution of the proton remnants, additional partonic interactions, and color reconnection effects
[i.e., the so-called underlying event (UE)].Figure 1 illustrates different aspects of this description,
highlighting the ambiguity arising from color reconnection and the interference of radiation in
production and decay. These effects are modeled phenomenologically and may obscure the di-
rect interpretation of an event—for instance, when deciding whether a radiated parton should be
considered part of the top quark decay products or not (24–26). Some of the aspects illustrated in
Figure 1 are also often the source of discrepancies between data and simulations.

MC simulations pose several challenges: from tuning the UE parameters, to the optimization
of the matching algorithm between the ME and the PS generator, to the matching prescription
necessary to avoid double-counting of phase space in theME.The challenge of achieving accuracy
and precision for physics can be partially addressed with ancillary measurements—for instance, by
directly measuring top quark kinematics such as top quark pT and jet activity (27–30), inspecting
how well jets and their substructure are modeled (31–33), measuring the fragmentation function
of heavy quarks (34, 35), or examining the surrounding UE (36). Provided that the phase space of
such studies is largely decoupled from that used for the measurements or searches with top quarks,
these are valid ways to improve shortcomings of the MC based on real data and adjust the values
of phenomenological parameters and their range of uncertainty.

In addition to these physics-related issues, with high-integrated-luminosity data sets and ac-
curacy, MC generation also poses several computing challenges implied by the several matching
steps; these are described in detail in Reference 37.

2.3. Pushing the Detector Frontier

Top quark physics offers several opportunities to advance the detection and reconstruction fron-
tiers: from developing new algorithms for reconstruction and background separation to improving
the calibrations and online trigger selections. The variety of final states and the abundance of top
quark events make this physics a perfect playground for such developments at the LHC and fu-
ture colliders. The decay products of the top quark include heavy-flavored jets initiated by bottom
quarks and either leptons fromW→ ℓν or jets fromW → qq̄ ′ decays. Near-rest top quarks yield
b jets with moderate energy, Eb ∼ O[(m2

t −m2
W )/2mt ], and fermions (leptons or light jets) from

theW decays with a softer energy spectrum, E f ∼ O(mW /2).
Charged lepton candidates are typically selected within an experiment’s inner-tracking

coverage—that is, in the central pseudorapidity region |η| = |−ln tan (θ/2)| < 2.5 (θ denotes the
polar angle) and with transverse momentum pT > 20–30 GeV. This ensures best efficiency, re-
duced momentum uncertainty, and the most precise association with a primary vertex. Quarkonia
and Z boson events can be easily selected from the invariant mass of the two outgoing charged lep-
tons and are typically used to both calibrate the momentum scale and measure lepton efficiencies.
The latter attain uncertainties at the level of ≲1%.

Jets are usually reconstructed using the anti-kT algorithm with a parameter R = 0.4 (38, 39).
UE and pileup subtraction techniques, typically based on energy density and thresholds, are used
to reduce the event-by-event fluctuations on the jet energy. The ATLAS and CMS experiments
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follow similar calibration procedures, which involve mimicking the same operation in data and
in MC simulation and applying a response scale factor. In data, additional response residuals are
derived using events with a Z boson or photon and a recoiling jet, or multijet events that can
be balanced in the transverse plane. The final uncertainty ends up being dominated by the so-
called flavor uncertainty, owing to the difference in responses of the parton flavor initiating the
jets that are used in the calibration samples (40, 41). The flavor response differences are esti-
mated based on the comparison of the predictions from different PS generators [Pythia (42)
and Herwig (43)]. Such a source of uncertainty is hardly resolved with data, although with very
high statistics one can use Z+b or γ+b (44, 45). Assuming the W boson mass, experiments are
also able to use top quark–antitop quark (tt̄) events to calibrate the jet energy scale and resolu-
tion of light quarks using the resonantW → qq′ decay (46, 47). The relative b-to-light-jet energy
scale can also be measured in situ using the tt̄ decay kinematics by taking a ratio of jet pT sums:
Rbq = [pT(b) + pT(b̄)]/[pT(q) + pT(q̄)], a quantity that is accurately described in simulation and has
reduced sensitivity tomt (48).Experiments were able to achieve jet energy scale uncertainties of ap-
proximately 1–3% depending on the jet pT and η. For pT < 30 GeV, pileup significantly degrades
the jet energy scale uncertainty, while above 1 TeV, flavor uncertainties become subdominant
and the experimental determination of the absolute scale is more relevant. With higher statis-
tics, boosted top quark jets eventually may be used as a reference to improve on this uncertainty.
The identification of heavy-flavored b jets benefits from optimal reconstruction of the impact pa-
rameter of the tracks and of displaced secondary vertices within the inner tracking systems. Such
quantities are typically used to train multivariate algorithms (MVAs) used to discriminate b jets
from jets initiated by lighter quarks or gluons. With the advent of machine learning (ML) tech-
niques, the internal relation of all the reconstructed quantities of the jet constituents (kinematics,
impact parameters, etc.) can be explored with finer granularity, thus significantly improving the
efficiency in identifying heavy-flavored jets while substantially decreasing the misidentification of
light-flavored jets. The calibration of all these algorithms can be done in bb̄-enriched samples or
in situ with tt̄ quark events (49–51).

In the high-pT regime the decay products become collimated and the jet gains a “hard scale”
internal structure, which is distinct from the one generated by angularly ordered QCD emissions.
As a rule of thumb, to identify the phase-space region where the boosted regime becomes rele-
vant, one can use the distance in the rapidity-azimuth space of the decay products of a two-body
decay given by 1R =

√
1η2 + 1ϕ2 = 2m/pT. For pT(W) > 160 GeV or pT(t) > 345 GeV, theW

boson or top quark decay products typically will be separated by 1R≤ 1 and can be reconstructed
more efficiently using a larger cone jet. Recent developments have been made to bridge the re-
solved and boosted kinematic regimes to minimize losses in efficiency. An example is the use of a
staggered approach where large-R jets (e.g., 0.8) are initially used to find boosted top quarks, and
in cases of failure, the fallback is standard resolved reconstruction (29). Alternatively, and moti-
vated by theoretical partitioning based onN-jettiness (52), an exclusive cone jet algorithm such as
XCone (53) can bridge the two regimes while maintaining adequate efficiency. The advantage of
such an algorithm is that it returns a fixed number of jets corresponding to the decay products of a
top quark while it also functions as a grooming algorithm of the larger jet, significantly improving
the resolution with respect to other classical algorithms used to reconstruct boosted resonances.
Recently, this method has been successfully employed to measure the top quark mass from the
XCone jet mass (47, 54).

Another relevant quantity is the missing transverse energy (Emiss
T ), which is reconstructed by

balancing all the particle candidates reconstructed in the event in the transverse plane. It is often
used as input to resolve the neutrino kinematics. This quantity is perhaps the most sensitive to
the overall calibration, pileup mitigation, and reconstruction strategies employed in the detector.
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Particle flow (PF) algorithms are particularly suited for optimal Emiss
T resolution and in general for

the global reconstruction of top quark events (55, 56). The contribution from the PF candidates
for such an estimator can be weighted, taking into account the probability of pileup contamination,
to improve the resolution (57).

Apart from the reconstruction challenges posed by top quark physics briefly illustrated above,
there is also a major trigger challenge.With higher collision pileup and integrated luminosity, the
natural tendency of the experiments is to raise the thresholds, cutting away a relevant phase space
of top quark physics. To avoid this, part of the solution is to increase the granularity in the trigger
of the experiments such that the online algorithms are closer to the ones used offline. This is
becoming possible via the use of FPGA to perform fast and finer-granularity correlations between
the different subdetectors. At a higher level, where processor farms are used, the deployment of
heterogeneous computing architectures is also expected to help the experiments cope with the
anticipated increases in trigger rates (58–60). Future upgraded detectors for Phase 2 of the LHC
will also include precision timing layers with a resolutionO(30 ps) for minimum ionizing particle–
like deposits, improved tracking devices, and finer-granularity calorimeters that will provide the
necessary experimental handles to improve the disambiguation of the hard processes from the
surrounding pileup environment (61, 62). Such developments will be crucial to ensure that top
quark physics can be performed in the LHC phase that will deliver up to 3 ab−1 of data (∼10 times
larger than produced in the current phase).

3. TOP QUARK PRODUCTION AT THE LHC

At the LHC, the top quark is predominantly produced in tt̄ pairs but also singly, as illustrated by
the most relevant leading-order (LO) diagrams in Figure 2. The main characteristics and merits
of studying these production modes separately are summarized in the subsections below.

3.1. Top Quark Pair Production

At the center-of-mass energy of the LHC, gluons dominate the parton distribution functions
(PDFs) of the colliding protons. Therefore, tt̄ production is the dominant top quark production
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Figure 2

Representative diagrams for strong production of top quark–antiquark pairs, electroweak single top quark
production in the t- and s-channels, andW boson–associated production. The top quark couplings to gluons
are indicated by green circles; couplings toW bosons are indicated by red circles.
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mode in Figure 2 sincemost tt̄ pairs are produced through gluon fusion, gg → tt̄ (80–90%),with a
modest estimated fraction of 20–30% being color-singlet states. Although it is expected that near-
threshold production of tt̄ is sensitive to small bound-state effects (63, 64), these are expected to
be unstable, in contrast to the lighter quarkonia resonances. This instability is mostly driven by
the short lifetime of the top quark (see Section 2.1).

The on-shell production of tt̄ pairs requires a relatively high energy transfer (Q ≥ 2mt), and
thus the relative momentum fraction of the incoming partons (x) is typically high: x ≳ 0.03
at

√
s = 13 TeV and x ≳ 0.07 at

√
s = 5.02 TeV. An accurate theory prediction of the tt̄ cross

section requires, in addition to the calculations of virtual and real contributions, the resumma-
tion of soft-gluon terms, enhanced by the large mass, as αn

S log
k(m/Q) terms become sizable.

The next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO), including next-to-next-to-leading log (NNLL) soft-
gluon resummation, predicts the total cross section to be σ (tt̄ ) = 832+19

−29 (scale)
+35
−35 (PDF) (65, 66)

at
√
s = 13TeV, with the first uncertainty from the QCD scale and the second from the PDF.

Several inclusive and fiducial tt̄ production cross sections have been measured covering dif-
ferent

√
s values, colliding beams, and final states. Measurements have covered proton–proton

collisions at 5.02 TeV (67, 68), 7 and 8 TeV (69), and 13 TeV (70, 71) and typically have been
more precise for final states with an electron and a muon. Special measurements in the for-
ward (2.0 < η < 4.7) region (72, 73), in proton–nucleus collisions (74), and in nucleus–nucleus
collisions (75) have also been made. In general, the measurements agree with the theory predic-
tions (see Figure 5 in Section 3.6 below). When made with the high-integrated-luminosity data
sets, the measurements attain uncertainties ofO(2−3%), which are dominated by uncertainties in
integrated luminosity and the trigger- and lepton-selection efficiencies.

The dependency of the cross section on αS and on mt can be used to extract these two
fundamental parameters of the SM. The extraction is theoretically safe because the cross sec-
tion calculation uses anmt defined in a fixed renormalization scheme, unlike themt parameter used
in a PS program (see Section 2.2). There is, however, a residual uncertainty from contributions
from nonperturbative corrections, which arises partially from the PDFs and from the mechanism
used to dress the QCD color charge carried by the top or antitop quark. These effects occur at a
scale ∼3QCD, and although for most cross section measurements Qk 3QCD (and σ > σNP), they
limit the precision of the extracted SM parameters (20). In the most recent combination of LHC
Run 1 (69), the pole mass is measured with a relative uncertainty of 1.2% (mpole

t = 173.4+1.8
−2.0 GeV),

and αS(mZ) is measured with a 1.8% relative uncertainty: αS(mZ ) = 0.1170+0.0021
−0.0018 for the chosen

PDF reference. The latter result is found to be in good agreement with other determinations
of αS(mZ) and to rival them in precision. The somewhat limiting factors of these measurements
(choice of renormalization and factorization scales and PDFs) can be partially overcome with
differential cross section measurements. A promising avenue has been explored in the triple dif-
ferential measurement of the production cross section as a function of m(tt̄ ), y(tt̄ ), and additional
jet multiplicity (76). This approach allows for the partial decorrelation of αS, mt, and PDF and
a simultaneous fit of the three parameters with competing uncertainties. Other improvements in
the uncertainty of mt were obtained using the boosted top quark jet mass line shape in the high-
pT regime (47) and the invariant mass of the system formed by a tt̄ pair and an additional jet (77,
78). Future analyses, using the full LHC data sets, may reach <1% relative uncertainty in these
fundamental parameters.

Differential tt̄ productionmeasurements have been performed in different final states as a func-
tion of several kinematic variables (dσ/dX) and employing different reconstruction algorithms.
The main challenges are related to the purity and stability of the observables. Purity is the esti-
mator for the fraction of reconstructed events that also correspond to generated events in a given
interval, while stability estimates the fraction of generated events that are reconstructed in the
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corresponding interval. They are linked to the so-called confusion matrix of a reconstruction al-
gorithm and quantify the effectiveness of the unfolding procedure. Variables reconstructed with
high resolution (e.g., from charged leptons) or employing optimized reconstruction algorithms
are preferable to avoid overly coarse measurements of dσ/dX. The inversion is made to a fiducial
phase space and to a particle- or parton-level definition of the top quark. A direct comparison
with fixed-order calculations requires the correction of “parton level” used in the computation
of an ME. This nontrivial extrapolation involves adjusting for the nonperturbative effects (see
Section 2.1) inherent in the modeling. Different observables are used to probe different aspects
with four simple categories: tt̄, individual top quark, final state, and global event variables.

The tt̄ system is sensitive to the proton PDF through its rapidity y(tt̄ ) ∼ 1/2 log(x′/x). With
respect to a dijet system, tt̄ events have the advantage of being sensitive to high x and high Q2 al-
ready at threshold. The tt̄ transverse momentum is mostly sensitive to initial-state radiation (ISR)
and is thus an interesting test of perturbative QCD (pQCD). The invariant mass of the tt̄ system,
mtt̄ , is more intricate: It is sensitive to threshold effects [mt, t-H Yukawa coupling (yt), bound-
state effects], the running of αS, and BSM contributions. Quantum interference effects from BSM
contributions may add to the complexity of analyzing mtt̄ . The mtt̄ spectrum is affected by uncer-
tainties in the jet energy scale and resolution and by statistics at low and high mtt̄ , which often
limit the experimental reach. Recently, this observable has been used to test the running of the
top quark mass, as given by the renormalization group equation (79). Experimentally, this analysis
makes use of a multidimensional fit to mtt̄ but also to the jet pT and mℓb, depending on the b jet
multiplicity and jet multiplicity. This technique has the advantage of constraining in situ some
experimental uncertainties (such as b tagging and jet energy scale), increasing the sensitivity to
the parameter under investigation. It is expected that in the future, such techniques can improve
the precision of indirect measurements frommtt̄ . Particularly interesting is the indirect extraction
of the Yukawa coupling from the mtt̄ spectrum. Using the full Run 2 data and the dilepton final
state (80), the CMS experiment obtained a higher bound of yt < 1.54ySMt at the 95% confidence
level (CL). Although this measurement has a larger uncertainty compared with direct measure-
ment of yt through Higgs cross sections, including tt̄H production (81, 82), it relies less on the
assumed decay branching ratios (BRs) of the Higgs boson.

Measurements of the individual top quark kinematics provide stringent tests of the theory
at different scales as they are sensitive to pQCD, resummation effects, and EW corrections. A
particular case is the top quark pT. Recent developments in jet algorithms and event reconstruc-
tion techniques have enabled a coherent measurement in the full kinematic range (boosted and
nonboosted regimes)—up to 1.6 TeV (28, 29, 83), with fair agreement with NNLO QCD—
whereas the typical NLO QCD generators tend to predict a significantly harder pT spectrum,
overestimating the cross section at high pT.

Recent measurements of the final-state kinematics (27, 84, 85) and properties (e.g., fragmenta-
tion functions, color flow, substructure) (32–34) are sensitive to higher-order corrections and can
be used to improve the modeling of theMC generators, aiming for a better baseline calibration for
the extraction of fundamental parameters. Particularly noteworthy are measurements in the dilep-
ton final state as they have reduced QCD color flow, simplifying the calculation of higher-order
terms. Still, a correct description must formally include off-shell and non-double-resonant effects
in top quark production (86–88) as well as resonance mass effects in production and decay (89, 90)
using a narrow-width approximation (91). Theory advances have been made on these fronts with
different accuracy and also in interfacing NNLO calculations with PS (92, 93). Although leptons
are produced later in the decay chain, they still preserve sensitivity to several properties of the top
quark production and decay. Because their spectra are reconstructed with very good resolution,
they are less prone to modeling uncertainties when unfolded and serve as good comparisons with
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state-of-the-art calculations. Although at this point there is no direct comparison with a theory
model containing all the corrections mentioned above, measurements such as those described
in References 31, 70, 85, 94, and 95 show that no single NLO + PS generator can satisfactorily
describe the full phase space or all variables. There are significant improvements when higher-
accuracy predictions in the fiducial phase space are included in the pT of the final-state objects or
in variables correlating two final-state objects such as m(ℓb) and 1ϕ(ℓℓ′). The latter are discussed
in more detail below in the context of spin correlations. Measurements of the fragmentation
functions and jet substructure also advance the field and are particularly important to more
accurately interpret the so-called direct top quark mass measurements using either jets or B
hadrons, to stress the universality assumption on b fragmentation, and to improve the general
understanding of the algorithms used to identify b jets.On this front, the data show fair agreement
with the Large Electron–Positron Collider (LEP)-based tuning of b fragmentation (34), although
some substructure-related variables cannot be fully described by the same PS and tuning for all
the jet flavors in a tt̄ event (33). Substructure-related variables—in particular, variables such as the
groomed momentum fraction (zg) and the angle between groomed jets (1Rg)—show sensitivity
to αS and can be used to extract it. When the highest-accuracy prediction using leading log with
rescaling to account for next-to-leading corrections to soft-gluon emissions (96) is used, αS is
measured with a 13% relative uncertainty. Although comparably worse than the measurements
from the inclusive cross section, this result significantly constrains the uncertainty in final-state ra-
diation (FSR) in the PSmodel.With higher-accuracy calculations and updatedmeasurements, this
approach is also expected to significantly improve the precision of future top quark measurements.

Finally, measurements of global event variables such as those reported in References 36, 97,
and 98, and measurements related to the production in association with jets, are crucial since they
allow for an improved description of the tt̄ system as a background for rarer processes such as tt̄H
and tt̄tt̄ production. The associated production with heavy-flavored jets is discussed below.

It must be noted that the categorization above is somewhat artificial since, as mentioned in
Section 2, several effects become correlated in the reconstruction of each top quark and the tt̄
system or are still present in the final-state particles. Thus, in principle, only a global fit of all
relevant variables is able to correctly capture the interdependencies and sensitivity to fundamental
parameters and phenomenological modeling handles used in PS simulations.

Different measurements provide additional insight when backed by specific physics models.
An example is the measurement of the spin-density matrix of the tt̄ system. When produced in
pairs, the top and antitop quarks effectively form a natural two-qubit system (99), with their spins
strongly correlated, despite the small individual polarization predicted by mixed QCD-EW con-
tributions (100).Measurement of these correlations provides a test of quantum entanglement and,
eventually, of violation of Bell’s inequalities (99, 101). The MEs that describe tt̄ production are
directly proportional to the production density matrix (R) that describes the transition amplitude
from the initial four-momenta of the partons to the four-momenta and spin four-vector of the tt̄
system and that is typically decomposed as

Rl = (4παS )2

κl

[
Ãl I ⊗ I + B̃l+i I ⊗ σ i + B̃l−i I ⊗ σ i + C̃l

i jσ
i ⊗ σ j

]
, 3.

where the index l distinguishes the nature of the incoming partons, κ l is a QCD-color-related
factor, Ã is constant and reflects a spin-averaged production at the parton level of dσ/d� dŝ ∝
Ã/ŝ2, B̃± are three-vectors describing the top and antitop quark degrees of polarization along each
axis, C̃ is a 3 × 3 matrix describing the spin correlation of the pair along each pair of axes, and σ i

are the Pauli matrices. This formulation can be used to express the cross section as a function of
the top quark scattering angle and can thus be related to experimental observables. The customary
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Right-handed orthonormal basis used to analyze top quark production in the zero-momentum frame. The
diagrams in panel a are used to analyze the tt̄ system spin. Two representative scattering angles are shown
where the signs of r̂ and n̂ are flipped, taking into account the sign of the scattering angle and hence defining
a forward direction in the represented events. The incoming and outgoing parton (tt̄) directions are
represented in addition to the basis vectors. The diagram in panel b represents the natural definition for
single top quark production with the helicity axis pointing in the direction of the spectator quark.

choice for defining the components of the Rmatrix uses a right-handed orthonormal basis where
the top quark direction in the tt̄ rest frame defines a helicity axis (k̂), the top and antitop quark
production plane is used to define a perpendicular axis (n̂), and the third axis is orthogonal to the
first two (r̂). The Bose symmetry of the gg initial state implies that Rgg(− p⃗, k⃗) = Rgg( p⃗, k⃗), which is
nonvanishing only if n̂ and r̂ are defined in such a way that they take into account the sign of the
scattering angle, as sketched in Figure 3a. In this way, a forward direction can be defined for each
event.

The spin effects inherited by the decay products result in an angular distribution correlated
with the spin axis through

1
0t

d0t

d cosϑ
= 1

2
(1 + κP cosϑ ), 4.

where ϑ is the angle between the direction of flight of the decay product and a properly chosen
spin quantization axis, P is the top quark’s degree of polarization along this axis, and κ is the
so-called spin-analyzing power of the decay product. The spin-analyzing power is maximal for
charged leptons (≈1) and is approximately −0.39 for the bottom quarks (102). This property can
be used to simplify the determination of the elements of Equation 3 from the angular distributions
of leptons. The ATLAS and CMS experiments have measured both the spin-density MEs (103,
104) and the top quark polarization (105, 106) using the angular distributions of the leptons. In
general, the coefficients measured exclude a fully spin-uncorrelated scenario and agree with NLO
predictions [for the 22 observables, χ2/dof ≈ 89/100 (104)]. Among all the observables inspected,
1ϕ(ℓ, ℓ′)—the azimuthal angle between the two leptons—is particularly interesting given its high
experimental precision and smaller extrapolation uncertainty (it does not require a top quark
reconstruction). Comparison with NLO+ PS predictions yields poor agreement, which improves
at NNLOQCD (89), as depicted in Figure 4. This sensitivity reflects the delicate balance needed
when searching or excluding BSM contributions with top quarks. In the specific case of the
1ϕ(ℓ, ℓ′) observable, the spectrum could be distorted if the polarization of the top quarks is
altered—for instance, from anomalous chromomagnetic moments or if the top quark is produced
after the decay of a supersymmetric top quark partner (the stop, t̃). The current level of agreement
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Figure 4

ATLAS (105) and CMS (104) data compared with NLO QCD + PS simulations as well as NNLO
calculations (89) in perturbative QCD. The ATLAS and CMS data are corrected to the parton level.
Abbreviations: LHCTopWG, LHC Top Physics Working Group; MC, Monte Carlo; NLO, next-to-leading
order; NNLO, next-to-next-to-leading order; PS, parton shower; QCD, quantum chromodynamics.
Figure adapted from Reference 107 (CC BY 4.0).

excludes 170 < mt̃ < 230 GeV at 95% CL (105). However, these interpretations are based on
an NLO estimation that, as illustrated above, may be insufficient. With increased statistics it
will be interesting to extend these measurements to different fiducial regions since they have the
potential to uncover BSM contributions in tt̄ production. Measurement in different mtt̄ ranges
has been pioneered in Reference 105.

3.2. Single Top Quark Production

Besides being produced in pairs, top quarks can be produced singly through their EW couplings
(Figure 2). In single top quark events, the structure of the tWq vertex is isolated from the addi-
tional QCD couplings that are present in strong tt̄ production. In the particular case of single top
quark production in the t- and s-channels, the top quark is practically 100% polarized given that it
results from a parity-violating process. A notable feature is that the tWq vertices contribute twice
(at production and at decay), increasing the sensitivity of these channels to squared terms of Vtb.

The s-channel has been established at the LHC by the ATLAS Collaboration using
√
s =

8TeV (108) and 13 TeV (109) with a significance of 3.2σ and 3.3σ , respectively. The process
has also been searched in the CMS experiment (110). The main challenge in isolating this process
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lies in discriminating the signal against the overwhelming tt̄ and W + heavy flavor background.
So far, this has been achieved by using an ME-based technique (MEM), in which a per-event
probability of compatibility with the signal hypothesis is assigned. In the MEM, the probabil-
ity density is computed from the differential cross section, and a transfer function is used to
translate from the parton level to the reconstructed objects while taking into account measured
resolutions and efficiencies of the objects used in the analysis.The output of theMEMdiscrimina-
tor is converted to a probability measurement in a signal-plus-background ensemble hypothesis,
P(S|X), using Bayes’s theorem. The distribution of P(S|X) is then validated in signal-depleted re-
gions and is fitted in the signal region where a single charged lepton, two b jets, and missing
transverse energy are required. The likelihood fit of P(S|X) yields the final normalizations of the
different processes in the signal region and reduces some uncertainties, most notably those re-
lated to tt̄ modeling, in situ. At

√
s = 13TeV, the expected cross section computed at NLO (111,

112), σ theor
s-ch = 10.32+0.29

−0.24 (scale)
+0.27
−0.26 (PDF + αS ) pb, is in good agreement with the observed value,

σ obs
s-ch = 8.2+3.5

−2.9 pb.
In the t-channel, the top quark is produced in association with a forward jet, which pro-

vides a distinctive signature with a rapidity gap in between, formed after the color-singlet
exchange. This process has been observed in the ATLAS and CMS experiments at

√
s = 7

and 8 TeV (113). At
√
s = 13TeV, the t-channel NLO cross section is expected to be σt-ch,t =

136.0+4.1
−2.9 (scale)

+3.5
−3.5 (PDF + αS ) pb for the top quark and σt-ch,t̄ = 81.0+2.5

−1.6 (scale)
+3.2
−3.2 (PDF + αS )

pb for the antitop quark (111, 112). The charge-asymmetric production provides an interesting
experimental test of the quark–antiquark PDFs of the protons.These expectations, as well as those
at lower energy, are in good agreement with experimental results (113–115).More recent, higher-
order, NNLO calculations (116, 117) require handling of the interference with the s-channel that
is expected at higher orders in the five-flavor scheme (5FS). Although the NNLO predictions
have similar accuracy, their relative uncertainty is reduced by approximately 70% with respect to
NLO. With the advent of NNLO + PS, this improvement is expected to have a significant im-
pact in future measurements given that the limiting systematic uncertainties are currently related
to the modeling of the signal—namely, PS-related uncertainties. The t-channel differential cross
sections have also been measured at different

√
s values with increasing precision (118, 119). Fair

agreement is found overall with the NLO predictions favoring the so-called four-flavor scheme
(4FS) computations where the bottom quark is treated as a massive object at the level of short-
distance cross section and does not appear in the initial state. Not surprisingly, the distribution of
the top quark pT is particularly sensitive to the comparisons with the 4FS or 5FS predictions (119).
Given the V − A form of the tWb vertex, in the t-channel the top quark’s spin is aligned with the
direction of the down-type quarks. The production is dominated by diagrams where the down-
type quark is a spectator quark and has a smaller contribution from diagrams where the down-type
antiquark is incoming. Thus, the degree of polarization (see Equation 4) depends slightly on the
mixture of the two production processes. As it is experimentally challenging (and not infrared-
safe) to identify the jet with the quark electric charge, the convention is to choose the direction of
the spectator quark in the rest frame as the helicity axis, as depicted in Figure 3b. As noted for the
tt̄ case (Equation 4), the charged lepton has maximal spin-analyzing power, with κℓ± = ±0.998 at
NLO and polarizations Pt = 0.91 and Pt̄ = −0.86, also at NLO (102, 120). The measured cos ϑ∗

distribution is reported in References 119, 121, and 122 and is in good agreement with the SM
expectations. In an analogous manner to that done for the tt̄ case, the spin-density MEs for the
differentW boson helicities can be measured, as pioneered in Reference 121. Overall, these mea-
surements are found to be in agreement with the SM predictions and are used to limit anomalous
couplings (121, 123).
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The associated tW production is of particular interest because it mixesQCDandEWcouplings
and can be separated from tt̄ production only at lower orders in perturbation theory. At

√
s =

13TeV, theNLO+NNLL tW cross section is σtt̄ = 71.7 ± 1.8 (scale) ± 3.4 (PDF + αS ) pb (124,
125). However, at NLO, tW is part of a larger set of processes that includes double-resonant (tt̄)
and single-resonant (tW) top quark production and quantum interference between the two (126–
128). The separation at NLO of these contributions is typically achieved either by removing the
double-resonant diagrams (the DR approach) or by modifying the differential cross section with
a gauge-invariant subtraction term (the DS approach) (126, 129). Based on this paradigm, the
single-resonant production has been measured at different

√
s values and found to be in agree-

ment with the theory predictions (113, 130, 131). The discrimination against the double-resonant
tt̄ background is typically made using MVA discriminators where the balance of the final-state
objects in the transverse plane, the additional jet multiplicity, and the pT of the objects rank high
as discriminating variables. The results show good agreement with NLO QCD predictions (rel-
ative uncertainty ≈10%). The main uncertainty is related to the modeling of the dominant tt̄
background and the tW signal,while experimentally the jet energy scale and resolution-related un-
certainties also contribute significantly. Although the precision is lower because of its lower purity,
this process has also been observed in the lepton-plus-jets final state,which enables full reconstruc-
tion of the kinematics (132). First measurements of the production cross section as a function of
different variables have been made with the higher-luminosity data sets at

√
s = 13TeV (95, 131,

133). Given the overall strategy chosen to discriminate signal from background based on MVA
discriminators, the unfolding procedure needs to correct for possible biases introduced in the ob-
servables from the discriminator itself, in addition to the standard reconstruction and particle- to
parton-level corrections. Likewise, in the tt̄ differential measurements, both the 1ϕ(ℓ+, ℓ−) and
the top quark pT distributions are at odds (p value ≪ 10%) with the NLO QCD predictions for
different ME and PS generator settings. None of the variables are particularly sensitive to the DR
or DS schemes mentioned above. A particularly interesting test is made in Reference 95 for the
quantum interference between double-resonant and single-resonant diagrams inspecting the in-
variant mass of the lepton + b jet system. The variable mminimax(ℓb) = min {max [m(ℓ1b1),m(ℓ2b2)],
max [m(ℓ2b1),m(ℓ1b2)]} is used for this purpose.Beyond the LO end point of this spectrum,m(ℓb) <√
m2
t −m2

W , and for close-by systems with low m(ℓ, b) < 40 GeV, this observable is sensitive to
the DR or DS scheme. In particular, at high mass (>160 GeV), where off-shell and nonresonant
productions are expected to be more relevant, the DR scheme tends to overestimate (and the DS
scheme tends to underestimate) the observed data with p values ≤ 57% for alternative predictions.
However, if the higher-order calculation of Reference 134 is used, including interference effects,
the data show significantly better agreement with the SM prediction, reaching a p value of 95%.
This result paves the way for future measurements of inclusive tt̄+tW cross sections.

As a general summary, single top quark cross section measurements agree with theory predic-
tions at NLO (see Figure 5 in Section 3.6 below). Among all the single top quark channels, the
t-channel is the golden channel thanks to its purity and high yield. The experimental precision
attained is sufficient for the extraction of Vtb, as explained above. The inclusive single top quark
cross section measurement yields a combination of Vtb and a form factor for the tWb interaction
( fLV = 1 in the SM) through

| fLVVtb| =
√√√√ σ obs

t-ch
σ theor
t-ch

. 5.

For other fundamental parameters of the theory, such as mt, the sensitivity is poorer compared
with tt̄.
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The Run 1 combination of all single top quark measurements attains a 4.4% relative uncer-
tainty (113) using the NLO theory reference and has not been surpassed yet by inclusive 13-TeV
measurements. This result can be improved with higher-accuracy predictions and also with dedi-
cated differential measurements. A recent example can be found in Reference 135, which obtains
|Vtb| = 0.988 ± 0.024 and |Vtd|2 + |Vts|2 = 0.06 ± 0.06 when SM-like constraints are released and
a lower bound of |Vtb| > 0.970 at 95% CL with SM-like assumptions. This is a promising result
given that it relaxes SM-based assumptions in the measurement of Rb = B(t→Wb)/

∑
B(t→Wq),

which yields the most precise constraint on Vtb > 0.975 at 95% CL. The combination of Rb with
σtt̄ is also used to measure 0t = 1.36 ± 0.02 (stat.)+0.14

−0.11 (syst.) GeV (136).

3.3. Associated Production of Top Quarks and Bosons

The associated production of top quarks (single or in pair) and bosons (γ , W, Z, H) has a rich
phenomenology and sensitivity to BSM physics. Because these are high-mass states that involve
typically weaker couplings, the cross sections are small (j1 pb). Setting aside tHq, all processes
in which a single boson is produced in association with top quarks have already been established
experimentally, as illustrated inTable 1.1 With high-integrated-luminosity data sets, some of these
processes have reached good precision and can be measured differentially.

The associated production with a γ or Z boson proceeds through similar diagrams. There are,
however, some subtleties in defining these processes. In the γ case, there is a nonnegligible prob-
ability of it being radiated from a final-state charged particle. Appropriate phase-space selections
may reduce these contributions (experiments typically require photon isolation and minimum
1R separation from the objects). Moreover, final-state particles receive contributions from both
tWγ and tWZ, which constitute irreducible backgrounds, ofO(6%), and are somewhat analogous
to the tt̄ and tW case (see Section 3.1). In the Z case, the contribution of γ ∗ → ℓℓ is also rele-
vant, even if largely suppressed by the requirement of the vicinity of m(ℓℓ) to the Z pole mass.
The combined measurement of the Z- and γ -associated processes is expected to disambiguate
the different EW dipole operators of the top quark (178). In addition, the interference between
diagrams where the photon comes from ISR or from FSR yields an intrinsic asymmetry of the tt̄
system already at LO and increases the relative contribution of qq̄ production, providing handles
that can be used to probe BSM scenarios (179). In single top quark–associated production, dia-
grams that include triple gauge coupling contributions from WWγ and WWZ are implicit and
may provide additional handles for EW fits for these couplings. Overall, the measurements are
found to be in agreement with the NLO predictions, both inclusive and differential. The tγ q
process is observed with a somewhat higher [O(33%)] cross section and an approximately 11%
uncertainty. The relative uncertainty attained in tt̄Z is approximately 10% and dominated by sta-
tistical and lepton-selection-efficiency-related uncertainties. In the tt̄γ case, the uncertainty of
the measurements (4–6%) is dominated by signal modeling. For the tZq and tγ q processes, the
uncertainties (12–15% and 30%, respectively) are still dominated by the statistical component,
followed by systematic uncertainties related to the background estimations, the jet energy scale,
and lepton-selection efficiencies.

In tt̄W LO, the boson is generated from qq̄′ initial states, with the gluon splitting producing tt̄.
It is an ISR-initiated and charge-asymmetric process owing to the proton PDFs, with σ (tt̄W + ) ≈
1.9 · σ (tt̄W − ). Nevertheless, higher-order corrections open new channels, color flow, and flavor
structures, which enhance the cross section with respect to the LO prediction. As summarized in
Table 1, the vast majority of the tt̄W measurements have used final states that comprise either

1The associated tW production is omitted in Table 1 because it is discussed separately in Section 3.2.
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Table 1 Summary of final states covered experimentally in associated top quark–boson productions

Process σ or σfid (fb) tt̄ decay Boson decay Channel BR (%)
References for
measurements

tt̄γ 495 ± 99a (ℓ±νb) (qq̄b) — 1ℓ 34.4 137–141
63 ± 9a (ℓ±νb) (ℓ∓νb) — 2ℓOS 6.5 139, 142, 143

tγ (+q) 81 ± 4b (ℓ±νb) — 1ℓ 25.6 144, 145
tt̄Z 840 ± 100c (ℓ±νb) (qq̄b) qq̄ 1ℓ 24.1 146

(ℓ±νb) (ℓ∓νb) qq̄ 2ℓOS 4.6 147, 148
(qq̄b) (qq̄b) ℓ±ℓ∓ 4.5 147, 149
(ℓ±νb) (qq̄b) ℓ±ℓ∓ 3ℓ 2.3 147–156
(ℓ±νb) (ℓ∓νb) ℓ±ℓ∓ 4ℓ 0.4 147–151, 153–156

tZ (+q) 94 ± 3.1d (ℓ±νb) ℓ±ℓ∓ 3ℓ 1.7 156–160

tt̄W 592+155e
−97 (ℓ±νb) (qq̄b) ℓ∓ν 2ℓOS 4.4 147

(ℓ±νb) (ℓ∓νb) qq̄′ 4.4 147
(ℓ±νb) (qq̄b) ℓ±ν 2ℓSS 4.4 147–150, 152–154,

161
(ℓ±νb) (ℓ∓νb) ℓ±ν 3ℓ 1.7 147–150, 161

tt̄H 507+35f
−50 (ℓ±νb) (qq̄′b)

(ℓ±νb) (ℓ∓νb)
bb̄ 1ℓ or 2ℓOS 23.8 162–166

Inclusive ττ ,WW, ZZ Multileptons 30.4 163, 166–168
Inclusive γ γ γ γ+X 0.2 163, 166, 169, 170

tH (+q) 74+6f
−11 Inclusive ττ ,WW, ZZ Multileptons 30.4 168, 169, 171

Inclusive γ γ γ γ+X 0.2 169

Abbreviations: BR, branching ratio; EW, electroweak; NLO, next-to-leading order; NNLL, next-to-next-to-leading log; OS, opposite charge; PDF, parton
distribution function; QCD, quantum chromodynamics; SS, same charge.
The different final states generated by the tt̄ and boson decays, and the channels explored, are listed in separate columns. For reference, the combined BR
resulting from theW and Z boson BRs, and including the propagation of τ leptonic decays, is given. The only exception is made forW and Z bosons
generated after Higgs boson decay. The σ column quotes the prediction at

√
s = 13 TeV and, with the exception of tt̄W and tt̄Z, includes fiducial cuts on

the final-state leptons, photons, and jets. The quoted theory uncertainties include the PDF + αS and QCD scale choice uncertainties. The references for
the experimental measurements are given in the last column. For the associated production with Higgs bosons, only a selected set of references for√
s = 13 TeV is given. The measurements cited in the last column may be made at different

√
s values, as specified in the footnotes below.

aThe quoted fiducial tt̄γ cross section is predicted at NLO QCD, as described in Reference 172, and corresponds to the selection of Reference 138.
bThe quoted fiducial tγ cross section is predicted at NLO QCD accuracy (173) corresponding to the selection of Reference 144.
cComputed at NLO QCD and EW accuracy (175–177).
dComputed at NLO QCD accuracy in the five-flavor scheme (173) in the phase space of Reference 156.
eComputed at NLO including QCD and EW effects and NNLL QCD effects (174).
fComputed at NLO QCD accuracy (175).

a trilepton or a dilepton with the same electric charge. While full kinematics reconstruction is
not possible with these final states, they have the advantage of higher purity. As in the tt̄Z case,
the measurements have typically been carried out using different categories (e.g., jet and b jet
multiplicities), which enhance sensitivity to the signal and control the main background (tt̄ + jets,
dibosons + heavy flavors, nonprompt leptons). The theoretical computation of these final states is
challenging: It requires the proper handling of QCD and EW contributions to minimally describe
the top quark decay at NLO, spin correlations, single-resonant and nonresonant contributions,
and the emission of additional partons. Fixed-order NLO QCD + EW with complete off-shell
effects has been computed in Reference 180, and NNLL contributions have been included only
in the case of stable top quarks (181). The PS predictions, however, have NLO accuracy for the
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production and are limited on-shell, with top quark decays at LO (175–177). Some effects (such as
EW corrections) are more enhanced in tt̄W than in tt̄Z, making the former of great interest from
the theoretical point of view. In Reference 182 it is estimated that NLO + PS cross sections, such
as the one quoted inTable 1, fall short by 11–34%with respect to fixed-order calculations because
of missing effects. It is therefore not surprising that, in general, the current tt̄W measurements
are approximately 20% higher than the SM prediction.

Experimentally,multilepton final states are very interesting as they comprise a multitude of dif-
ferent competing processes [e.g., top quark plus boson(s) or heavy flavors, four top quarks], which
need to be controlled from data in dedicated selection regions. Additional contributions from
wrong-charge measurements, conversions, and nonprompt leptons add to the overall challenge
of these analyses. These effects are typically controlled with same-sign Z-like or looser lepton
identification selections and add a 20–30% final uncertainty if not reduced with advanced MVA
methods for lepton identification and isolation as well as event selection. The statistical analysis of
signal and control regions by means of profiled maximum-likelihood techniques (183) is typically
employed to constrain some of the backgrounds and systematic uncertainties. The most precise
measurement of the tt̄W cross section has a relative uncertainty of 7.5%,dominated by the statisti-
cal component andmodeling of signal and background,most notably tt̄H.This is illustrative of the
interplay between tt̄W and tt̄H, which can only be improved in the future by a combinedmeasure-
ment of these two processes. Most systematic uncertainties are reduced in the charge asymmetry
measurement, with σtt̄W +/σtt̄W − = 1.61+0.17

−0.16, which is compatible with the SM prediction.
Although the observation of the Higgs boson (184, 185)—namely, in the H → γ γ decay—is

itself sensitive to yt, which enters the production ( gg → H) and decay loops, the direct measure-
ment of tt̄H offers the clearest line of sight to study yt. Even if only a few direct measurements
are cited in Table 1, typical Higgs boson analyses consider at least one tt̄H category. The first
observation of this process combines multilepton, bb̄, and γ γ final states. With the exception of
the latter, which can be reconstructed with high purity and mass resolution, these analyses rely
significantly on the modeling of tt̄+X and t+X backgrounds. Measurements made since the ob-
servation of a tt̄H process (163, 166) show compatibility with an SM-like Higgs boson with an
11% relative uncertainty on yt after full combination with other measurements (81, 82). Besides
the interest in characterizing the tt̄H coupling, this process is sensitive to both the Higgs boson
triple self-coupling and a significant background in the measurement of the quartic Higgs bo-
son self-coupling from HH processes. A more detailed review of the prospects is, however, out of
scope, and the interested reader is referred to References 175 and 186. Searches for tHq have also
been carried at the LHC. Although subdominant, this process is sensitive to the relative sign of
yt with respect to the WH coupling as the cross section is dominated by two contributions: one
in which the Higgs boson couples to a space-likeW boson and one in which it couples to the top
quark. This yields σtHq ∝ (c2f − cv )2, with cf and cv the generalized (“scaled”) Higgs couplings to
fermions and vector bosons, respectively. The production cross section almost cancels in the SM
case and doubles in the BSM one. The results are compatible with the SM prediction.

3.4. Associated Production with Heavy Flavors

The production of tt̄ pairs and heavy flavor is a relevant test of pQCD and is important in mea-
suring the dominant background for tt̄H (→ bb̄) and tt̄tt̄. The difficulties in the analysis arise from
the complex final state with several jets, two of which arise from gluon splitting and are soft and
close to each other. Typically, jets are selected with pT > 25–30 GeV and |η| < 2.5, limiting the
acceptance (<5%), and their flavor is identified by using MVAs with a combined efficiency that is
currently <20% for tt̄bb̄ and <10% for tt̄cc̄. The analyses are inclusive relative to the origin of the
bb̄ system—that is, whether it stems from Higgs or Z boson decays produced in association with
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the tt̄ system. The association of heavy-flavor jets from top quark decays is made using kinematic
variables (e.g., mass-related or combined in an MVA discriminator), assuming B(t → Wb) = 1.
The production cross section is extracted from the multiplicity of b jets, a fit to the heavy-flavor
discriminator of the additional jets, or a fit to a multiclassifier, depending on the analysis and final
state.The tt̄b and tt̄c backgrounds need to be controlled with dedicated regions and profiled in fits.

The latest tt̄bb̄ (187–189) and tt̄cc̄ (190) measurements improve significantly over previous ones
owing to higher statistics and better identification of heavy-flavored jets. Such improvements have
been possible because of upgraded tracking systems in LHC Run 2 and state-of-the-art ML al-
gorithms such as in References 50, 191, and 192. These algorithms are based on neural networks,
which provide a more efficient way of detailing the intercorrelations of the constituents of a jet,
the presence of secondary vertices, and other remnants of heavy-flavored hadron decays. The
measurements have been carried in final states with zero, one, and two charged leptons. The
main theoretical challenge stems from the multiscale nature of these processes, with large NLO
corrections [O(1.9)] resulting in a large uncertainty of approximately 20% (193, 194).Thus, the la-
tent difference of approximately 20% between experiment and theory has a reduced significance
(1–2σ ) owing to the still-large uncertainties. Fiducial cross sections are measured with uncer-
tainties ∼9–30%, depending on the flavor and the final state, with the systematic uncertainty
dominated by uncertainties in the calibration of flavor-tagging efficiencies, PS-related uncertain-
ties, and the relative contribution of tt̄b with respect to tt̄bb̄. PS-related uncertainties, as well as
subdominant uncertainties on selection efficiencies and normalization, are reduced in the ratio
σ (tt̄bb̄)/σ (tt̄qq̄). Uncertainties from light flavor-tagging efficiency and relative contributions from
one additional heavy-flavor jet remain nevertheless irreducible.Within the currentME+PSmod-
els, those that rely on PS only for high jet multiplicities tend to underestimate the rate of events
with ≥3b, indicating that either additional tuning or higher-order accuracy is needed. Among
the differential measurements made in Reference 187, two of the most interesting are the open-
ing angle between bb̄ pairs and their pT. When b jets are chosen by proximity and in the purest
channel (dilepton), the results disfavor 5FS fixed-order calculations with respect to the 4FS from
Reference 195. In line with the other processes (e.g., as noted in Section 3.2), the 4FS generally
better describes the rates and shapes of experimental distributions with respect to the 5FS. Other
variables (HT- and pT-related) are, however, in general agreement for all models.

Further measurements with higher statistics and exploring possibly different jet algorithms,
which can probe the softer phase space typically vetoed by the hard cuts, would be interesting.

3.5. Four Top Quark Production

At the LHC, tt̄tt̄ production is the apex of top quark physics. This process has an expected cross
section of σtt̄tt̄ (

√
s = 13 TeV) = 12+2

−3 fb at NLOQCD + EW accuracy (196), five orders of mag-
nitude lower than the tt̄ production cross section. Several shortcomings in the modeling of the
background need to be corrected for, with the modeling of tt̄ plus heavy flavors being the most
crucial, given that in the signal region, four b jets and up to eight light jets fromW boson decays are
expected. Interestingly, the triple top quark process, despite its smaller cross section, contributes
with a significant uncertainty, though it is not measured and lacks higher-order theory predic-
tions. This type of final state also arises in several BSM scenarios (supersymmetry, simplified dark
model, Type II Higgs doublet model), increasing the interest in tt̄tt̄ production.

So far, experiments have searched for tt̄tt̄ by covering the largest phase space possible using
fully hadronic, 1ℓ, 2ℓOS, 2ℓSS, 3ℓ, and 4ℓ final states. Currently, the best combined measurement
comes from the ATLAS combination of all analyzed channels including 1ℓ and 2ℓ OS. With a
corresponding 4.7σ significance, σtt̄tt̄ (

√
s = 13 TeV) = 24+7

−6 fb is compatible with the SM within
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2σ (197).The CMS experiment also finds evidence for the process after combining different chan-
nels, with a significance of 4.0σ and measurement of σtt̄tt̄ (

√
s = 13 TeV) = 17 ± 5 fb (198). For a

detailed review of the selection,background control, and checks performed in these initial analyses,
readers are referred to Reference 199. Despite the lower BR, the multilepton final-state 2ℓSS and
≥3ℓ channels lead in sensitivity. Both the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations have published initial
searches in these channels with the LHC Run 2 data set (200, 201) with observed 4.3σ and 2.6σ
significance; the difference reflects the statistical fluctuations in the early stages of establishing this
process at the LHC and the urgent need for more data. However, a reanalysis of the same data set,
using improved lepton identification criteria and ML techniques, yielded the observation (>5σ
significance) of the tt̄tt̄ process (202, 203). The improved measurements using the multilepton fi-
nal states alone—σtt̄tt̄ (

√
s = 13 TeV) = 22.5+6.5

−5.5 fb (ATLAS) and σtt̄tt̄ (
√
s = 13 TeV) = 17.9+4.4

−4.1 fb
(CMS)—remain statistically limited and are in agreement with each other and the SM.

One of the most interesting results of these measurements, besides their sensitivity to BSM and
anomalous couplings, is the measurement of yt in a complementary manner to all of the methods
referred to above. Neglecting interference terms, at LO, σtt̄tt̄ ∝ |yt/ySMt |4 (204). Including also
the corresponding variation of the tt̄H background, which contributes approximately 5% to the
final limit, |yt/ySMt | < 1.7 is obtained at 95% CL (205). Further constraints on the Higgs boson
propagator at dimension 6 from the so-called oblique Ĥ parameter (206) can be obtained from
tt̄tt̄ production. A parabolic variation of the cross section from Ĥ is expected and has been used
to obtain Ĥ < 0.12 at 95% CL (201). These limits are consistent with the expected sensitivity
initially foreseen for the end of the High-Luminosity LHC (206).

3.6. Overview of Top Quark Production at the LHC

The sections above have reviewed the main results and reach of top quark physics in establishing
the fundamental parameters of the theory. A simplified summary of results is provided in Figure 5,
which displays the signal strength (µ = σ/σ theor) of the different top quark production processes.
The fine level of agreement with the SM is clear, and the expected increase in data and in the
methodologies of the measurements updates the SM reference values to higher accuracy.

4. TOWARD THE DISCOVERY OF NEW PHYSICS THROUGH
THE TOP QUARK FRONTIER

Given its properties, the top quark plays a central role in EW-scale dynamics, and it may be a
window into the ultraviolet completeness of the SM. The abundant production of the top quark
and its final-state diversity at the LHC make it appealing from the phenomenological point of
view with a multitude of scenarios proposed—for instance, the Z′ boson, compositeness, super-
symmetry, leptoquarks, and vector-like quarks. The interested reader can find a more complete
list of top quark–related searches in References 1, 13, and 14. The following section provides a
short discussion of selected topics. The selection is motivated by the generic question of whether
the top quark sector will probe the energy scale and flavor structure of potential new physics.

Two generic approaches can be taken toward discovery of new physics: a top-down approach,
which maximizes the sensitivity of an analysis driven by a model that has solid theoretical ground-
ing, and an inverse approach, in which a set of measured observables is analyzed for deviations
from the SM that are compatible with a BSM contribution. The latter approach starts from well-
defined observables and has the potential to map out from the data the BSM possibilities and
their energy scale. One should, however, bear in mind that the theory of top quark production
and decay is in development and lacks accuracy in several new phase-space regions that are being
explored at the LHC.
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Figure 5

Pictorial summary of the signal strength from a representative set of cross section measurements of top
quark production at the LHC, showing results at different

√
s values and from different experiments. Where

available, the combined values by the LHC Top Physics Working Group (shown in black) have been used.
Gray hatching indicates the uncertainty in the theory predictions. The error bars in the signal strengths do
not include the propagation of the uncertainty on the denominators. The couplings of the top quark to the
different bosons are marked by the colored arcs.

4.1. Projecting the Scale of New Physics From Current Measurements

In the cautious, yet robust, bottom-up approach, the SM Lagrangian is extended with D = 6 (or
higher) operators (Oi), which introduce a rich set of phenomenological possibilities. The addi-
tional terms, δL = ∑

i(Ci/3
2 )Oi+. . . , are suppressed by a BSM physics scale (3) that is naturally

heavier than any SM particle. The LHCTopWG has put forth a set of recommendations for
the parameterization and interpretation of measurements for effective field theory (EFT) opera-
tors (207), which are based on the so-called Warsaw basis (208, 209) and define, among others, a
baseline minimal-flavor-violation scenario to reduce the overwhelming number of four-fermion
operators. The first approach considers the relevant operators to have a democratic contribution,
with the data being used to constrain the relative hierarchies. In this way, the expansion in D = 6
operator coefficients of an observable (Ok) is written as

Ok = Bkl + Ci
32

Ski + CiC j

34
Ski j + . . . , 6.
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Summary of the 95% confidence level observed limits on the effective field theory Wilson coefficients of the dimension 6 operators
related to interactions involving top quarks (215), as obtained by the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations for the following interactions:
(l1 ) tt̄ + boosted Z/H (146), (l2 ) tt̄ + Z/W/H , tZq, tHq (216), (l3 ) four top quarks (201), (l4 ) tt̄γ (143), (l5 ) tZq/tt̄Z (156), (l6 ) tt̄ ℓ + jets
boosted (83), and (l7 ) top polarization (217). The results are reported as marginalized constraints, treating all Wilson coefficients that
contribute to a given process as free parameters. The effect of a given Wilson coefficient is considered in multiple processes and across
multiple bins of differential measurements. The results are reported as individual constraints assuming new physics contributions from
one specific operator at a time. Interpretations use the Standard Model effective field theory (SMEFT) framework and the Warsaw
basis and follow the LHC Top Physics Working Group (LHCTopWG) recommendations (207). Gray lines indicate operators included
in the fit but with resulting limits outside [−10, 10]. Figure adapted from Reference 107 (CC BY 4.0).

where the SM contribution (for signal and background where relevant) is given by the first term
(Bkl ). With an estimation of the SM contribution, the linear (Ski ) and quadratic/interference (Ski j)
terms can be constrained from data to obtain limits on theWilson coefficients (Ci). Some examples
can be found in References 146 and 210, and a summary from selected measurements and four-
fermion operators is shown in Figure 6. By far, the most constraints (and the most stringent ones)
come from the reinterpretation of associated productions, four top quarks, and inclusive cross sec-
tion and spin correlation measurements. There are two interesting cases for future analysis. The
first case uses simplified template cross sections (210): a concept developed for Higgs boson anal-
ysis, which consists of a set of optimized and mutually exclusive fiducial cross section definitions
that are measurable by all experiments and facilitate the common interpretation. This concept,
however, is not yet used in top quark analyses, in which a broader exploration and variety of mea-
surements are still being performed, as described in Section 3.The second case is the one described
in Reference 156, in which the sensitivity of the tt̄Z and tZq final states to the relevant Wilson
coefficients is optimized using MVA classifiers. After discriminating the SM processes from the
backgrounds with a first classifier, a second set of binary classifiers further discriminates the EFT
contributions from the SM-like signals. In the training, the interference term is also included be-
cause it affects the kinematics of the relevant variables. The main aim of this approach is to design
observables with optimal sensitivity to new effects that arise from the targeted operators. A fit
to these observables is then used to set limits on EFT operators. Several examples exist in the
literature (211–214). As an illustration, Figure 6 shows the limits obtained on top quark–related
Wilson coefficients after marginalization. When performed globally (five-dimensionally in the
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case of Reference 156), the constraints obtained from the data are looser (sometimes by a factor of
three) as there may be competing effects from the different Wilson coefficients. In Reference 212
it is shown that after marginalization, and in the strong coupling limit [Ci ∼ (4π )2], the scale of
new physics is typically 3 ≳ 10 TeV for the most stringent limits and after combining top quark
with EW and Higgs boson data.

4.2. Chasing the BSM Tail From Asymmetries in the Data

The measurement of asymmetries in top quark production plays a particularly important role in
BSM searches given the cancellation of several systematic variations.

One of the most interesting cases is related to the rapidity difference of the top quarks in tt̄
events (1|y| = |yt | − |yt̄ |) and its asymmetry defined as AC = [σ (1|y| > 0) − σ (1|y| < 0)]/σ . Inter-
est in AC was raised after the Tevatron experiments reported a discrepancy between the data and
SM predictions (218, 219). The dominance of the charge-symmetric gluon–gluon fusion and the
fact that the asymmetry is generated at higher order from the interference of ISR and FSR dia-
grams (qq̄ → tt̄ + g) and box and Born diagrams (qq̄ → tt̄) result in an overall smallAC = 0.95+0.05

−0.07
at NNLO QCD + NLO EW accuracy (220). Asymmetry is larger in some phase regions, such
as mtt̄ > 800 GeV or forward top quark production, which enhances the relative contribution
from qq̄ initial states. Evidence for this asymmetry was first shown in Reference 221. Inclusive
and differential AC measurements at the LHC have so far shown good agreement with the SM
predictions and have been used to set limits either on EFT operators (see Figure 6) or on con-
crete BSM scenarios (e.g., W ′ bosons, axigluons, color octets) (221–223). In the most extreme
phase-space regions where AC is enhanced [high mtt̄ , low pT(tt̄), forward-rapidity regions], these
are still statistically limited measurements. Additional enhancements to the asymmetry may be
sought by requiring the presence of an additional jet or boson in the final state. The energy asym-
metry in tt̄ + 1 jet (224) and the charge asymmetry in tt̄γ (225) events were recently measured to
be compatible with the SM prediction.

Other asymmetry measurements test CP violation in the top quark sector. Sources of CP viola-
tion could arise from an anomalous CP-odd contribution to the chromoelectric dipole moment of
the top quark,which would affect production, or anomalous tWb couplings,which would affect de-
cay. Both would manifest as spin correlations. Beyond the measurement of the spin-density matrix
and spin correlations (see Section 3.1), one can measure simple CP-odd observables based on the
kinematics of the final and the reconstructed top and antitop quark kinematics. Such observables
are usually called naive-T-odd because they reverse sign under the operation that reverses the
direction of momenta and spin without interchanging initial and final states. An example of such
variables, defined for a single-lepton tt̄ final state, is O3 = qℓ p⃗∗b · ( p⃗∗ℓ × p⃗∗j1 ), where the momenta
of the bottom quark, charged lepton, and leading jet from theW → qq̄′ decay are measured in
the bb̄ reference frame, and qℓ is the charge of the lepton. This observable is relatively easy to
establish experimentally and is mostly affected by the purity of the tt̄ reconstruction algorithm.
The measurement of the asymmetry ACP(O3) = [σ (O3 > 0) − σ (O3 < 0)]/σ cancels most ex-
perimental uncertainties, leaving a (currently statistically limited) constraint on CP violation in
the top quark sector. The measurements made so far have a relative uncertainty of approximately
0.1% and show no CP violation (226, 227). The tWb vertex can also be tested for this purpose. In
tt̄ events, the relative contributions from the different W boson helicities verify the SM predic-
tions (228). The most precise measurement finds the fraction for right-handed W bosons to be
fR = 0.002± 0.014, in agreement with the prediction f SMR = 0.0017 ± 0.0001 (229).However, the
search for CP-violating contributions to the decay requires the measurement of a relative phase,
as performed in single top quark events in Reference 230. The analysis of the relative phase be-
tween the amplitudes of the transversely and longitudinally polarizedW bosons that recoil against
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left-handed bottom quarks in single top quark events gives no indication of CP violation so far.
Finally, although not specifically testing CP violation in the top quark sector, tt̄ events can be used
as a source of bb̄ events to test CP asymmetries in heavy-flavor mixing and decay (231). By an
appropriate combination of the charges of the leptons from semileptonic B hadron andW boson
decays, tt̄ events offer the possibility of identifying the b charge at production and decay with-
out resorting to standard flavor-tagging methods. With Run 1 data, the observed asymmetries
are compatible with the residual (<10−4) SM predictions within the uncertainty range of 0.4% to
0.8% (232). Although statistically limited, systematics related to modeling of additional radiation
and to the identification of soft leptons need to be improved to fully profit from higher-statistics
data sets and to shed some light on the D0 observation of an anomalous same-sign dimuon charge
asymmetry (233).

CPT conservation can also be tested in the top quark sector. At the LHC this has (so far) been
done by a measurement of the t − t̄ quark mass difference, which is a measurement of the asym-
metry of mt, as a function of the final-state lepton charge. The latest measurement is compatible
with no 1mt, within the 210-MeV statistically limited uncertainty (234). Compared with other
CPT-related tests (1),mt differences are still poorer and do not yet include tests of charge, width,
or dipole moment differences. CPT violation may also encompass the violation of Lorentz sym-
metry. This could manifest in time-dependent tt̄ and single top quark production cross sections.
So far, these possibilities have only been tested at the Tevatron with null results, within a 10%
uncertainty (235).

4.3. Probing Flavor-Related Anomalies with Top Quarks

One of the most interesting tests in the top quark sector is that of flavor-changing neutral currents
(FCNCs), which involve a neutral current (H, γ , Z, g) and a modification of the quark flavor
in either the production or the decay of a top quark. In the SM, FCNCs are highly suppressed
with corresponding BRs j10−11, which cannot be observed at the LHC. Several BSM scenarios,
however, predict sizable FCNCs in the top quark sector. Direct searches for such signatures are
made in both production and decay. For a global summary of where these searches stand, readers
are referred to Figure 7 and the references cited therein (236–244). The current limits already
probe the expected phase space of some models, such as the two Higgs doublet model, and are at
the level of 10−5 to 10−3 depending on the signature. Because they are statistically limited, these
are among the most obvious candidates for future improvements at the LHC.

Violations of other conservation laws—for instance, baryon number violation (BNV) and
charged lepton flavor violation (CLFV)—are also subjects of interest in top quark physics. In a
BNV scenario, a t → ℓ+b̄c̄ decay could occur. Although an O(10−27 ) BR is implied by the current
limits on the proton lifetime, it can be significantly enhanced by some four-fermion operators.
LHC Run 1 data have been used to set limits <0.15% at 95% CL (246) on the BRs of such de-
cays. Likewise, CLFV in the top quark sector has been searched for in t → ℓ+ℓ−q decays and in
single top quark production in association with a ℓ+ℓ− pair.These decays could be enhanced in the
presence of a leptoquark or BSM four-fermion operators. Typical upper limits of BR(CPLV) <

10−6 at 95% CL (247, 248) are set.
Finally, tests of lepton universality can also be performed with tt̄ events by comparing the

different BR(W → ℓν). Final states with τ leptons are particularly interesting given the slight
tension from LEP measurements and recent measurements from LHCb and B factories (1). At
the LHC,W→ τν decays are reconstructed using hadronic τ decays (249) or from estimating the
contribution from τ → ℓνν decays to leptonic observables in tt̄ events, assuming the leptonic τ

decay BR (250). Experimentally, the latter technique uses the fact that the final-state leptons from
τ decays tend to have a softer pT spectrum and more displaced lepton production (higher dxy) than
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Summary of the current 95% confidence level limits on branching ratios of top quark decays via FCNCs to a
neutral boson and a quark, t → Xq(X = g, Z, γ , or H; q = u or c), observed by the ATLAS (236, 238, 240, 242)
and CMS (237, 239, 241, 243, 244) Collaborations compared with the predictions of several new physics
models (245). Each limit assumes that all other FCNC processes vanish. Abbreviations: FC, flavor
conservation; FCNC, flavor-changing neutral current; FV, flavor violation; MSSM, minimal supersymmetric
Standard Model; RPV, R parity violation; RS, Randall–Sundrum model; SM, Standard Model; 2HDM, two
Higgs doublet model. ATLAS data from References 236 (t → Hc and t → Hu), 238 (t → γ c and t → γ u), 240
(t → gc and t → gu), and 242 (t → Zc and t → Zu). CMS data from References 237 (t → Hc and t → Hu),
239 (t → γ c and t → γ u), 241 (t → gc and t → gu), 243 (t → Zc), and 244 (t → Zu). Figure adapted from
Reference 107 (CC BY 4.0).

the ones that result directly fromW boson decays. Despite its accompanying dependency on the
calibration of the dxy measurements, this technique has the advantage of improving the precision
over the use of reconstructed hadronic τ leptons because only electron and muon efficiencies,
which cancel out in a ratio, are relevant. The resulting R(τ/µ) = B(W → τν)/B(W → µν) =
0.992 ± 0.013 in Reference 250 is consistent with lepton universality and improves significantly
over the measurement performed at LEP.

5. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

Significant progress has been made during the 12 years that have passed since the top quark was
“rediscovered” at the LHC (251, 252). The availability of large data samples from the LHC has
been and will continue to be crucial to further advance progress in this top quark physics, which
traverses the majority of the LHC program and remains a key frontier in the search for new
phenomena. Future measurements of fundamental theory parameters as well as the search for
deviations in the top quark sector will shape the legacy of the LHC on several fronts, including
couplings of the Higgs boson, tests of CP violation, and the SM flavor structure.

Recent measurements and searches exploring new phase-space regions have become possible:
Boosted top quarks, top quark production with vector or Higgs bosons, and processes with four
top quarks are primary examples. On the experimental side, the ATLAS and CMS detectors will
undergo a series of upgrades that will improve theirmeasurement precision as they remain resilient
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against the high pileup conditions foreseen for Phase 2 of the LHC while constantly improving
their reconstruction, calibration, and analysis techniques. In the interim, theory has made giant
steps to accompany the precision reach of the data. Several examples discussed in this review show
that in this area, the SM is under active scrutiny; one such example is the achievement of NNLO
QCD and NLO EW accuracy in tt̄ prediction during Run 2 of the LHC (253). Some critical
future milestones in theory include higher-order accuracy in ME and PS generators, off-shell and
nonresonant contributions to the processes of interest, and better modeling of nonperturbative
effects such as color flow and bottom quark fragmentation. Fundamental parameters of the theory,
such asmt,αS,Vtb, and yt, aremeasured with relative uncertainties that are smaller than 0.5%,1.8%,
2%, and 10%, respectively. Future improvements on these uncertainties have been illustrated, but
they will only be useful as far as the precision of the accompanying theory predictions allows.
These improvements also apply to searches for what potentially lies beyond the SM. Although an
overall agreement between data and the current predictions has been found for the majority of the
analyses made, the final word from the LHC will come only with the completion of the program
by 2040.
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